Abstract. Let V be a Hermitian symmetric space of the non-compact type, w its Kaehler form. For A a geodesic triangle in £>, we compute explicitly the integral J a;, generalizing previous results (see [D-T]). As a consequence, if X is a manifold which admits V as universal cover, we calculate the Gromov norm of [u>] E /f 2 (X ) R). The formula for f. u is extended to ideal triangles. Precise estimates are given and triangles for which the bound is achieved are studied. For tube-type domains we show the connection of these integrals with the Maslov index we introduced in a previous paper (see [C-0]).
These results are valid for the general case.
Let us mention other connections of this work which could yield further developments. First, the integral f A UJ gives a concrete realization of a bounded 2-cohomology class of G. The space H%(G) (and more generally bounded cohomology) has been intensively studied by several authors (see references in [M] ). Second, the new information on this cocycle could help to investigate rigidity problems in Kaehler geometry (in the spirit of [T2] ) and also the space of representations of the fundamental group of a surface of genus g > 1 in G (see [Got] for a most recent reference). More specifically, our results could be used to study the maximal representations of surface groups in bounded symmetric domains, generalizing Hernandez's work (see [H] , and recently [B-G-G] ). In fact M. Burger, A. lozzi and A. Wienhard informed us that they obtain new results (cf [B-I-W]) in this direction by combining their own techniques (see e.g. [B-I] ) with some of the results of the present paper.
Section 1 introduces the geometry of the Hermitian symmetric spaces, with a few technical results (e.g. on the (normalized) Bergman kernel) which will be needed in section 3 and 4. Section 2 is the computation of the integrals / A LJ where we follow [D-T] . Section 3 gives the corresponding estimate of these integrals, and our method of proof is different from that in [D-T] . In section 4 we introduce the ideal triangles, extend the definition, establish sharp estimates and discuss the extrema of J A UJ for these triangles. These results are new even in the classical cases. This is the most technical part, as it requires to realize the Hermitian space M as a Siegel domain of type III. Section 5 follows [D-T] closely to give some topological consequences of the estimates.
The authors would like to thank J. Faraut, who, after reading [C-0] , indicated the reference [D-T] which was crucial for the development of the present work, and Anna Wienhard, whose challenging questions contributed to a reformulation of Theorem 4.7.
1. Geometric setting. Our main references for this section are [S] and part III of [F-al] . Let M be an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space of the non-compact type. Let G be the neutral component of the group of biholomorphic mappings of M. Fix a base point o £ M, and let K be the stabilizer of o in G. Then K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Denote by 6 the associated Cartan involution of G, and let be the corresponding Cartan decomposition of Q. Let J be the complex structure on p, and let HQ be the (unique) element in the center of £ such that adiJojp = J-The complexification pc splits aspc = P-f©P-(eigenspace decomposition with respect to J), and let gc = P+ © *c © Pthe corresponding grading of gc-Let Gc be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra Qc and let P+^K^P-be the analytic subgroups of Gc corresponding to p+,Ec>P-' The map (p + The expression J (g,z) is the canonical automorphy factor (see [S] ).
The automorphy factor satisfies a cocycle formula :
J(99 ,^) = J{g,g f (z))J(g\z).
Denote by a the conjugation of Gc with respect to G. Observe that
a(P ± )cP^ a(K c )cK c .
For z,w € p + such that exp(-cr(w)) exp z G P+KcP-define K(z,w) by
K(z,w) = J(exp(-cr('w)),z)-1 = ((exp(-(T(W)) exp z)o)
The automorphy kernel K(z,w) satisfies the following relations :
K{w,z)^a(K(z,w))-1 K{g(z),a(g)(w)) = J(g,z)K(z,w) ( j(J(a{9),w))-1
for z,w € p-f ,g G Gc, whenever the expressions are defined.
The space M can be realized as a bounded domain V in p+ by the Harish Chandra imbedding ^^exp-i (<?+), G/tf->p + • When z eV and # G G, the automorphy factor J(<7, z) is always defined, and similarly, if z, w G £>, then the automorphy kernel K(z,w) is defined.
For 2: G D, K(z,z) is well-defined and satisfies (7(^(2;, z)) = if (2:,z) _1 . As the restriction of a to i^c is a Cartan involution, this shows that K(z, z) belongs to exp it so that there is a well-defined square root K (z,z) 
The element g z belongs to G and satisfies ^(0) = z. It is in fact the only element g G exp(p) such that #(0) = z (see [S] p. 71).
On p + there is a standard Hermitian inner product associated to the Killing form B of g. There corresponds a Lebesgue measure on p+ and a Bergman space for V. The corresponding Bergman kernel is given by
where c is a positive real number which will play no role in this paper. In fact we ignore this and set c = 1, so that in particular kT>{z,z) = 1 for z G U. Its transformation law under the action of G is given by
where j(g,z) = detAd|p + J (g,z) . To the Bergman kernel is associated the Bergman metric, which turns V into a complex Hermitian symmetric space.
Let f) be a maximal abelian subalgebra of 6, and let A(gc, fyc) be the corresponding set of roots. As Ho belongs to f), the space p+ is stable by ad f). The roots 7 G A(QC, he) such that 0 7 C p-f are said to be positive non-compact, and we denote by $ the set of such roots. Let 76$. Then on may choose elements if 7 G I), E 7 E 0 7 , £"-7 G 0-7 , such that (g, 8) .
7(ff)
This is the classical Harish Chandra construction by induction, using a maximal set of strongly orthogonal roots in $. For simplicity, let us set for 1 < j < r
Let a* denote the dual of a and let {^1,^2, • • • ,£r} be the basis of a* dual to {Xi, X2, • • •, Xr}. The restricted root system of g relative to a is of type C r or BCr given by ±2^-each with multiplicity 1 and possibly ±£j ± £k {j 7^ k) each with multiplicity a, ±£7 with multiplicity 6 . Let a + = 0R£? i Cp +
J=I
As X 1-> ^(X -iJX) is a (real) iiT-isomorphism from p onto p.}-, any element of p+ is conjugate under K to an element of a-f.. Hence a if-invariant polynomial on p+ is determined by its restriction to a+. Denote by h(z) the (unique) if-invariant polynomial on p+ such that (i.i) ME*i^)=n( i -*i)-
The existence of such a polynomial is a consequence of Chevalley's theorem. As h is real-valued, we may polarize it to get a polynomial on p+ x p+, denoted by h(z,w), holomorphic in z and antiholomorphic in w such that h(z, z) = h(z). In terms of this polynomial, the Bergman kernel for V is given by the following formula
For further purpose, it is better to use a different normalisation for the Hermitian metric, so that the sectional holomorphic curvature has minimal value -1. Let us compute this minimal value for the Bergman metric.
From the choices made for Ha.Ea, E-a ,Xa, Ya, we get easily that
for any non-compact positive root a. For a = 7^, let us compute B(Xj,Xj). As Xj belongs to p,
As (&dXj) 2 = (adEj +ad E-j) 2 , it is useful to use the complexification pc = p+ ©p-to compute this trace. The contribution to the trace is obtained from two terms corresponding to p+ and p_. On p+, the contribution is merely given by the trace of adEj o ad E-j restricted to p+. But this operator coincides on p+ with the operator ad Ej o ad E-j -ad E-j o ad Ej = ad[i£j, E-j] = ad Hj. The computation of tr ad Hj is easy from the knowledge of the system of restricted roots so that tradflj| p+ =p .
The computation for p_ is similar, so that eventually B(Xj,Xj) = Ap for any j, 1 < j < r.
We identify the tangent space at o with p. Then, the quadratic form corresponding to the Bergman metric on p is qo = ^B\p (see [S] p. 74). The corresponding curvature tensor is
R(X,Y,Z,T) = ^B([[X,Y],Z\,T)
and the holomorphic sectional curvature at o is given by
for U a vector of length 1 in p. Because of invariance of the curvature, it is sufficient to calculate the holomorphic sectional curvature on an element in the Cartan subspace a. So let U = Si = itjXj. As the Xj are mutually orthogonal, we get
3=1 j=l
Note that JXj -Y}, \X^JXj\ = \X^Yj\ = -2iHj. Hence, from this and the strong orthogonality of the roots 7j, we get r r r j=l j=l ~ .7=1
so that
Under the constraint ^o(^) = 1, the holomorphic sectional curvature reaches its minimal value for all tj equal to 0 except (say) ti = (2p)~2 1 so that the minimal value 2 of the curvature is -. Its maximal value is obtained for all fy's equal and an easy computation shows that it is . rp If one multiplies the metric by a factor c > 0, then the holomorphic sectional 1 2 curvature is multiplied by -. So the proper normalization for the metric is to usec p times the Bergman metric. It amounts to use the normalized Bergman kernel
The corresponding transformation law under G is
Observe that for a given g G G the expression n j (g,z) p" can be defined as V is simply connected, and the choice depends on a factor of modulus 1, so that there is no ambiguity in (1.3).
There is a further property of the kernel k which will be needed. This is a subtle relation with the corresponding kernel k T for a subddomain of tube type V T of Z> to be defined below.
Let Yr = X^=i Yj an(^ define the Cay ley transform
Then Ad(c 4 ) is an involution of gc which preserves g and commutes with 9. Denote by g T its fixed points. Then Q T = £ T © p T is a Cart an decomposition, and the corresponding symmetric space is still Hermitian, and now of tube-type. As a bounded domain, it can be realized as V T = V fl p^.
The relation to be explained is a special case of a more general result for Kinvariant polynomials on p. Denote by V the space of real-valued polynomials on p-f, and by K V the subspace of iif-invariant polynomials. Now let H -^(p-i-x p + ) be the set of polynomials q(z, w) on p+ x p + holomorphic in z and antiholomorphic in w, satisfying the symmetry condition Q (u>,z) =q(z,w) . Proof. Although not stated, the lemma is a consequence of the results obtained in [F-al] part III, sections V and VI. We use freely the notation from [F-al] . Let Er = 53j=i Ej-This is an element in p^, such that the orbit S (resp. 5
. Then consider the function defined for w € p+ by (p(w) = Q (Er,w) . This is an anti-holomorphic polynomial on p + , invariant by L. Hence it is a (finite) linear combination of the L-invariant polynomials {v?m('^)} and hence Q(Er,w) = QT (Er,Pw) (see theorem V.2.1 and lemma VI.4.5 in [F-al] Part III). Now by i^T-invariance, and the fact that the action of K T commutes with the projection P, we easily get
Q(a,w) = Q T ((T,Pw)
for a G 5 T . As Q(z T ,w) and Q T (z T ,Pw) are holomorphic in z T , they must coincide everywhere on D T , hence on p^. □ Applied to the invariant polynomial /i 2 , we obtain the following formula
for all z T G p^ and w G p+.
Proof. Consider on 0c the (standard) Hermitian inner product given by
<X,Y >=-B(X,aeY >
where B is as before the Killing form of g extended by C-linearity to gc and for z G p + , let $lz = \{z-\-(j{z)) £ p. Then the domain T> admits the following description
where the norm refers to the operator norm on End(gc) (see [S] ch. II, Prop. 4.6). There is of course a similar description for VT, namely 2>r = {zG^|||ad| 1 ,rSJz||T < 1} • Here the norm is the operator norm on End(£|T) 5 where gr is equipped with the standard inner product < ., . >T coming from the Killing form BT of QQ. The following lemma gives the relation between the two inner products.
The space a is a Cartan subspace for both pairs g,t and g T ,t T . The set {Xi i X2, •.
•, X r } is an orthogonal basis for both inner products, and we showed that B(Xj,Xj) = Ap. The same computation can be done for g T and gives B T (Xj,Xj) = 4pT where PT = (r -l)a -f 2. Hence the two inner product are proportional on a. By KT invariance, they are proportional on p T , and hence on QT as QT has no compact factor.
The lemma allows us to compute the operator norm on g^ by using the inner product < ., . >. Now consider the decomposition of g with respect to Ad(c 4 )
and let Y] belongs to gj* and [X( 2 ), y] belongs to g( 2 \ As g^ and g^' are orthogonal, we get ||admy||<||ad(X)y||.
Assume now that X = < $t,z for some z e V. Then || ad(X)y|| < ||y|| and hence ||ad(XT)y||<||r||.
As Y is arbitrary in g^ we get || ad(X T )|| < 1. But the projection on p^ commutes with "taking the real part", so that we get || ad(3ffcPz)|| < 1, proving that Pz € V T .
PROPOSITION 1.5. LetaeS and assume that Pa e S T . Then a e S T .
Proof. As K T acts transitively on S T we may assume that Pa = E = Y?j=i EjLet L be the real affine hyperplane through E which is orthogonal to the line RE. Then one has V fl L = {25}. Now L contains E + p^, so that no point of E + p+ can belong to S except E. 
Computation of the integrals

see ([S]
). It is a closed 2-form of type (1,1). If A is a geodesic triangle (i.e. the sides of which are geodesic segments) in D, we may consider any smooth surface E which has the geodesic triangle as its boundary. As u is closed, J s u does not depend on E, but merely on A. Hence we denote this integral by / A CJ, and call it occasionally the symplectic area of the (geodesic) triangle A.
where
w) is the (unique) continuous determination of the argument such that arg k(z, z) = 0 for any z £ T>.
For the proof we follow [D-T] and use Stokes formula. This is better explained by introducing the operator dc on differential forms (see e.g. [Gol] section 2.4). Let J denote the complex structure operator in the tangent bundle. It induces an operator on the cotangent bundle (still denoted by J) defined by
Jt(X) = Z(JX)
which has then a natural extension to the exterior bundle. On forms of type (p, q) it coincides with ifo-p). The operator d c is defined by 
iii)po is invariant under K iv)dcpo vanishes on tangent vectors to any geodesic through o.
Let us only prove iv) since the other properties are obvious. Let us consider a geodesic t h-» 7(t) which for t = 0 passes through o. By if-invariance, we may assume that its tangent vector 7(0) at o is in a. Let assume first that 7(0) is regular, i.e. a(7(0) 7^ 0 for all restricted roots a. As a is flat, the geodesic will remain in exp a and 7(£) is for every t ^ 0 a regular point in exp a. Now if X G a, then JX is orthogonal to a as
for any Yea. Hence J7W € a~L ' But at the regular point m = 7(t),t ^ 0, the orthogonal of a in the tangent space at m is exactly the tangent space to the iiT-orbit at m. Hence in) implies that dpo^J'yit)) = 0 for any t G R. The case of a non regular geodesic is obtained by continuity.
Observe that the definition does not depend on the choice of g. By invariance under G of the Kaehler form, the function p w satisfies
iii)p w is invariant under the stabilizer of w in G iv)d c p w vanishes on tangent vectors to any geodesic through w.
We now use a specific element #, namely g w (see definition in section 1). First observe that as g w G G, (T{g w ) = g w , and so (-a(w) ).
with p+ G P+,P-G P-. As Kc normalizes P+, we get The first integral in the right hand-side vanishes because of property iv), and the second integral can be transformed using the Cauchy-Riemann equations for the holomorphic function j (g~l, z) , to yield
To finish the proof ot Theorem 1, we first observe that /c(o,ii;) = k(w,o) = 1, so that the formula for the geodesic triangle (0,^1,^2) corresponds to the statement of the theorem. Then we conclude by observing that both sides of the formula are invariant by the action of G, so that it is enough to prove it for triangle with first summit equal too. D 3. Estimate of the integrals / A u. where A runs through all geodesic triangles in V.
The proof is divided in several steps.
Step 1. Reduction to the tube-type case. As G is transitive on V, we may always assume that the first summit zi of the triangle is o. Next by using the action of if, we may assume that the second summit Z2 is in a+, so in particular Z2 E p^. Thanks to Lemma 1.2 , we loose no generality in assuming that the third summit is in pj.
Step 2. Reduction to the Shilov boundary. Assume that we are in the tube-type case, and so we may drop the upper-index T. The value of the integral as expressed by formula (2.2) coincides (up to a constant) with the expression used in [C-0] -(aig(k(twi,tW2) + aj:gk(tw2,tw3) + axgk(tw3,twi) ) .
As a function of wi, it is a sum of the real part of a holomorphic function and the real part of an anti-holomorphic function, hence it is a pluri-harmonic function. Of course the definition of <pt can be extended to a neighbourhood of V. The maximum principle for holomorphic functions with respect to the Shilov boundary S extends to pluri-harmonic functions. In fact, such a function (say /) is the real part of some holomorphic function (say F), so ef is the modulus of the holomorphic function e F , and ef (hence also /) reaches its maximum on S. We get As (ft is continuous on S x S x 5, it is enough to estimate it on a dense open subset. Hence we may use the set Sy of triplets of mutually transverse elements (see [C-0] for the definition).
Step 3. As a function oft, the function sup \(pt\ = sup \cp\ is increasing. In fact, it is enough to prove this property for tube-type domains. In this case, choose three points a;i,a;2»^3 mutually tranverse in S such that their Maslov index equals r. Then consider for 0 < t < 1 the triangles At with summits (tui^t^^tus)-Clearly they satisfy limsup / to = rir . This question will be further discussed at the end of section 4.
4. Ideal triangles. Let £i,£2,£3 be three distinct points in the topological boundary dV of V, and assume there is an (infinite) geodesic with endpoints £i on one hand and £2 on the other, and similarly for (£2,£3) and (£3,£i). This describes an ideal triangle.
If we consider two disctinct points of the boundary £1 and £2, there might exist no geodesic line with endpoints £1 and £2 or there might be several geodesies satisfying this condition. Recall that the topological boundary is a disjoint union of exactly r orbits under the action of G (see [S] Theorem 8.7). In fact let for 1 < k < r Because of the transitivity of the action of G, we may always assume that the geodesic passes through the origin o, say at time 0. Similarly by using known properties of the stabilizer K of o, we may assume that its tangent vector 7(0) at 0 is in a specific Cartan subspace and even in a dominant Weyl chamber. So we may assume w.l.o.g. that Clearly 7(00) belongs to the same G-orbit as y (-oo) . To see the transversality relation, notice that by polarization of the definition of ft, one as r r r
h qr sjEj, ]r tjEs) -ji(i -sjij)
for sj,tj e C, 1 < j < r. Hence ft(7(oo),7(-oo)) = 2 k ^ 0.
By an ideal triangle of type fc, we mean an ideal triangle A with summits in dkT>. 
A;=l
As V is star-shaped with respect to 0, the set V 3 is clearly simply connected. Moreover the function 
(zi,Z2)k(z2,Z3)k(zz,Zi)
is well-defined and continous on V s . So there is a well-defined continuous extension to V 3 of the function ip which was used to compute the integral of the Kaehler form on a geodesic triangle. We will call it occasionally the triple ratio of the corresponding summits of the triangle.
If A is an ideal triangle, with summits (say) (£i,£2,£3), then (^1,^2,^3) belongs to X> 3 , and hence we may extend the definition of the symplectic area / A u by / cu = <p(fi>&>6)= lim /
Z2,Z3)
Notice in particular that J A LJ depends only on the summits of the ideal triangle A and not of the geodesic sides which are far from unique in general. 
'/.
The case k = r is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.1. For k < r, the proof uses a realization of the domain V as a Siegel domain of type III. We follow [S] except for minor changes of notation.
Let k be an integer with 1 < k < r, Let c K = exp(zf l^c) be the "Cayley element" in Gc and let Adc K E Ad(0c) to be
One has the following elementary results
On decomposing in irreducible components the representation (adjoint action) of 5 into 0, only factors of dimension 1 -f d with d = 0,1,2 may appear, so that the isotypic decomposition is (with obvious notation)
The map Adc« is an involution of g, and hence, the space of its fixed points 0 where go is the largest compact ideal, and the Qi(i > 1) are simple and non-compact ideals.
Let
&= 0 Si-
The Lie algebra g£ is semi-simple, Hermitian of the non-compact type, of tube type, with Ho-element §-#*• It is stable by Q. It has a Cart an decomposition a? = gf n t e g£ n p = f ? © pf
The complexification (p5)c decomposes under the action of the complex structure as Pc * ^ P*,+ ® P*,-* ^^ corresponding symmetric space Ci/KS can be realized a la Harish Chandra as a bounded open set in p* + and appears as WZ = V n P*,-|-. The space 0 J=1 Myfc is a Cartan subspace of the pair (g*,6*). This implies in particular that the normalized Bergman kernel k K of 2>5f is the restriction of the (normalized) Bergman kernel of V. and to the alternating map A we may associate the Hermitian map H: V+xV+-* Uc, H(v, v') = iA(v, v') which is moreover Q-positive in the sense that
Let now
H(v,v)eTl\{o}foiveV+,v^o.
Finally, to each t € P K there is a certain non-degenerate quasi-hermitian map (= sum of a Hermitian map and a C-bilinear map) Ct : V+ x V+ -> Uc which definition will not be needed explicitly, except for t = o, in which case Co{w,w') = H(w,w f ), VtV'GV+ . 
One can define an action of G on S K in such a way that (Adcc)"" 1^ is equivariant with respect to G.
The description of the full action of G would require more notation and will not be needed explicitly in the sequel. We will rather give the description of the action of a certain subgroup, which acts transitively and by quasi-linear maps (i.e. affine on any fiber of TT*, where TT* : S* -► V K is the projection on the third factor). Let B K be the analytic subgroup of G with Lie algebra b*. It is the semi-direct product of the connected component (denoted by G 1 ) of C(X K ) (the centralizer of X K in g) and a simply connected step-two nilpotent subgroup V associated by the exponential map to the Lie algebra whose underlying vector space is U © V, with the Lie bracket :
The subgroup G 1 is the almost direct product of G^yG^y We denote an element of B* by g -(a, 6,g\) with a G CT", b e V, gi € G 1 , Then the map <I> is equivariant under the action of B* in the sense that (u, v, t) G S* and similarly, the map 7r K is equivariant under the action of B K in the sense that 7rK (g(u,v,t) ) =gi(t)
Moreover, the action of S K is transitive on 5 K , the subgroup G? 2 x.V is transitive on the fiber ((u, v, 0), (u, v, 0) ), (u, v, 0 Proof. It is a consequence of the formula (4.3), as one has to apply it with v = y' = 0.
)) H-> det^su -H(y, v))-"*
REMARK. In the case where k = r, this gives an independent proof of formula (1.5).
We now come back to the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let A be an ideal triangle of type k. As we have already seen, it is possible to assume that one of the geodesic line is given by
There is a second geodesic t \-* c(t) with endpoint at c(-00) = -E k . In order to estimate the symplectic area of A, it suffices to estimate the symplectic area of the geodesic triangle with summits 7(51),7(52),c(t) independently of si,S2 and t. Now we use the Cayley transform : the corresponding summits say r(si),r(s2) and C(i) are all three in the fiber J 7 * as can be seen from Proposition 4.4, and the two first are in the domain T K . Hence from Corollary 4.6, we see that for the computation of the symplectic area of the geodesic triangle (which can be computed through the Bergman kernel) we may replace the third point C(i) by its projection on T K . In other words, we could assume from the beginning that the ideal triangle had its summits in the disc PJ. But now we use the estimate for the symplectic area of geodesic triangles in a tube-type domain of rank k to conclude. O
We now want to characterize the ideal triangles of maximal symplectic area. This is related to the notion of a holomorphic totally geodesic map from a hermitian symmetric space into another, which we now recall, following again [S] . Let MyM' be two Hermitian symmetric spaces of the non-compact type, G, G' their groups of biholomorphic diffeomorphisms, g, g' their Lie algebras. Let p : M -> M' be a holomorphic totally geodesic map. We will be interested in holomorphic totally geodesic imbeddings of the complex unit disc in V. So set V = {z £ C | \z\ < 1} and let 8 = *u(l,l)=n£ 1 LaeR./JeC Identify the complexification gc with $1(2, C) and let E = f j G p+. Then there exists a choice of a Cartan subalgebra in £ and an integer k, 1 < k < r such that p(z) = ZYJJ^IEJ. The imbedding will be called tight ii k = r. It corresponds to a diagonal imbedding of the unit disc into the r-polydisc associated to any maximal (real) flat in the (Riemannian) symmetric space V.
Let A be any ideal triangle in P, with summits {cri, 0-2, as}. Its image A = p(A) under a tight (holomorphic totally geodesic) imbedding p is an ideal triangle with summits {(p(cri), p(a2), piers)}. It satisfies /.
LJ = ibrTT,
A the sign depending on the orientation of A. In fact, by equivariance, it is enough to make the computation for the case where <JI = +1,0-2 = -1 and as = -i (for ideal triangles of positive orientation). Using previous notation, we get p(cri) = E r , p{<J2) = -E r and p(crs) = -iE r . The computation of the triple ratio is now obvious (see also section 5 in [C-0] ).
Needless to say, any ideal triangle A 7 with same summits as A will also satisfy J to = dbrTr, as we observed earlier that the symplectic area only depends of the summits of the triangle. There is a converse statement. THEOREM 4.7. Let cri,<j2,cr3 e dT> be three summits of an ideal triangle A such that f A u) = rir. Then there exists a unique tight holomorphic totally geodesic imbedding p :
The image p(V) is the set of fixed points in V of the stabilizer in Hol(V) of the three summits.
The proof will be divided in several steps, with somme intermediate lemmas needed for the proof.
Step 1. Reduction to tube-type domains.
Clearly, by Theorem 4.2, A must be of type r, so that the summits of A are points of the Shilov boundary S. Using the action of G, we may assume that the endpoints of one side of A are E r and -E r . The third summit, say as is a point of the Shilov boundary S. We make free use of notation in section 1. Recall in particular that P denotes the projection of p+ on pj. By Proposition (1.3), Pas belongs to V T . The points {E r , -E r 1 P(as)} are mutually tranverse in p^, as can be deduced from (1.5) and so, although they are not necessarily the summits of some ideal triangle of £> T , the "triple ratio" (p T (-E r , E r , Pcrs) is well-defined and equal to <p(E r , -E r , as) -rn, as a consequence of formula (1.5), formula (2.2) and its extension to ideal triangles. Hence we are reduced to a tube-type situation, for triples of the form (e, -e, z) , where e is the unit of the Jordan algebra and z G V, z transverse to both e and -e.
Step 2. Extremal values of the triple ratio in tube-type domains.
As we did in [C-0] , the easiest formulation of the results in the tube-type case is by use of the Jordan algebra formalism. So let U be a simple Euclidean Jordan algebra. The associated bounded domain V can be described as
where | | stands for the spectral norm on Uc-The Bergman kernel in this context is (up to a positive constant which we ignore) given by Proof. As z is transverse to e, the expression (e + z)(e -z)-1 is well-defined, and (up to a missing factor i) is nothing but the Cayley transform of z. Moreover the known properties of the Cayley transform (see [F-K]) show that (e + z) (e -z) -1 belongs to R = Rn = n + iUcUc which is of course JTQ, but the use of the right "half-plane" will make easier the formulation of the results to be explained now. Moreover, the point -e is mapped to 0. As the transversality condition for two points z, w in R means det(z + w) ^ 0, the point (e + z)(e -z)" 1 belongs to n = Rnug 1 The "P" used in this formula is the traditional notation for the quadratic map associated to the Jordan algebra structure, not to be confused with the projection of p-f on pT.
the set of invertible elements in the closure of R. Now if x € Ct and y £ U, then x 4-iy is invertible, so that R c 11, and one can easily see that 71 with the induced topology from Uc is simply connected. The function det z doesn't vanish on 1Z, so that one can define a continous determination of the argument of this function, and it is unique is we demand that argdetx = 0 for x G fi. We denote by argdet this determination. If g G Cx(fi)o and z G t/c, then
where x is a rea l character of G (0) from which the (strict) inequality follows easily for all z € R. The lemma follows by continuity.
LEMMA 4.10. Let x + iy e IZ, and assume that arg det(#4-22/) = rf. Then x = 0 and y G fi.
Proof. First let (^)t€E be a family of elements of U and assume that argdet(e4-iyt) -> ras £ -» H-oo. Let /Xj(t),l < j < r be the eigenvalues (repeated with multiplicities) of yt. Then arg det(e + iyt) = Z)j=i ar g(l + %'(*))• So the limit condition forces fj>j(i) -> 4-oo for every j, 1 < j < r, hence /ij(t) > 0 for £ large enough. Hence yt G fi for £ large enough. Now let z = x + iy GlZ. Let t > 0. As x G ft, the element rr 4-je is in O, and so we can write and this equals r^ only if Aj = 0 for every j, 1 < j < r, so that P(y~2)x = 0, and hence x = 0. □
Step 3. Proof of the existence of a tight imbedding.
Lemma 4.10 is the key to the proof of the existence of p. In fact, set z = PasThe triple ratio for {e, -e, z} is rir. Hence, Lemma 4.8. and Lemma 4.10 imply, after inverse Cayley tranform, that the point z has to be in S T , the Shilov boundary of £> T and the triple ratio for {e, -e, z} is nothing but (TT times) the Maslov index of {e, -e, z} in S T as defined in [C-0] . This Maslov index has value r only in the case where the triple {e, -e,z} is conjugate to the triple {e, -e, -ie}. For this particular triple, the embedding of the unit disc V in V T given by w \ -> we is clearly tight and satisfies the desired relations. By conjugacy, this is also true for the triple {e, -e, z). Now, as z = P<T3 belongs to S T ', Proposition 1.5 implies that Pa^ = 0-3, and this shows that the summits of the ideal triangle we started with are the image of 1, -1, -i G V under a tight imbedding of V in V.
Step 4. Some lemmas for the Siegel domain realization.
To prove the uniqueness statement, it clearly suffices to characterize the image of the tight embedding as the set of fixed points of the stabilizer of the three summits. It is easier to use the realization of the domain as a Siegel domain of type II. We first set notation (following more or less the setting of section 4) and prove a few lemmas. 
and let go be the Lie algebra of the group Go • Now we take into account that S is a symmetric domain (for explicit necessary and sufficient conditions for such a Siegel domain of type II see [S] ch. V), which moreover is assumed to be irreducible. Let Hol(S) be the group of all holomorphic diffeomorphisms of S. The group Aff (5) is a maximal parabolic subgroup of Hol(S), and Go is its Levi component. The space V has a natural inner product defined by
where <, > is the standard Eulidean inner product on U. To these data is associated a self adjoint representation $ of the Euclidean Jordan algebra on V, defined by the formula
For each u G U, the map $(w) is self-adjoint and satisfies
Notice also the following formula By taking the inner product with the neutral element e of [/", this gives the fact that I is unitary. Now for u G £7, we have
Hence, by taking the inner product with the unit e
which shows that I comminutes to $>(u 2 ). As u was arbitrary and as the set of squares generate [/, the element / does commute to the representation $. The proof of the converse statement is similar. The group generated by {P(x) \ x G U x } is an open subgroup of G(Q) (see [Sp] , where it is called the inner structure group of U and shown to be the neutral component for the Zariski topology of the structure group of U ). The statement now follows from this remark and Lemma 4.12.
Step 5. Determination of the fixed points of the stabilizer of the three summits As a consequence of what we proved in step 3, we may assume, after a Cay ley transform, that the three summits of the triangle are "the point at infinity", the point (0,0) and the point (e,0). The stabilizer of the the point at infinity in the group Hol(S) is the group Aff(5). The stabilizer in Aff(5) of (0,0) is the subgroup Go, and the stabilizer of (e, 0) in Go is easy to determine. It is the subgroup C = {(Jfe, 0 G Aut(C/) x U(V, h) | kH (v, v') = H(lv, lv r ), Vv, V G V} .
which acts linearly in U x V.
LEMMA 4.14. The fixed points ofCinU c xV are
Obviously, the points of the form (£e, 0) are fixed under G. Conversely, assume that (u, v) G U c x V is a fixed point under the action of G. For x G U satisfying x 2 = e, the element (P(x), $(x)) is in G. Hence for t = $lu or t = Qu, we have P(x)t = t for all x G U such that x 2 = e. Now assume t is not a multiple of the unit e. This means that there exists a Jordan frame {ci}i<i< r such that t = Y^i=i tjCj, with at least one pair (j, k) with j ^ k such that tj ^ tk-By where c runs through all singular cocycles representing a (it is in fact a pseudo-norm).
Let X be a compact locally symmetric Hermitian manifold with V as universal covering. Then X = T>/T where F is a certain discrete, torsion-free, co-compact subgroup of G. The Kaehler form u induces a Kaehler form cux on X, and hence a real cohomology class [u>] x £ H 2 (X,R). 
I.
f*ux |<4r(0-l)7r .
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The proof of the theorem and of the Corollary is the same as in [D-T] . The corollary is an easy consequence of the inequality ||[u;]x||oo < rn and an estimate of the (dual) Gromov norm of the fundamental homology class of S (see [Gr] ). To estimate the norm, we can first use the technique of "straightification" and properties of the Gromov norm (see [Gr] ). It follows that
MxHoo <SUp | / CJ
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